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MDSupplies and Service now recognized as Google Trusted Store
A Multi-Vendor Medical Supply Store and Medical Equipment Marketplace
Summary
MDSupplies recognized and awarded by Google as part of the Google Trusted Stores program.

FORT LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA (December 29, 2015) — MDSupplies and Service (MDSupplies),
which offers medical supplies and medical equipment through an “Amazon-type” marketplace, was
recently selected to join the Google Trusted Stores program. To help shoppers identify online merchants
that offer a great shopping experience, the Google Trusted Store badge is awarded to e-commerce sites
that demonstrate a track record of on-time shipping and excellent customer service. When visiting the
MDSupplies website, shoppers will see a Google Trusted Store badge and can click on it for more
information.

Sarah Jones, Customer Relations Specialist for MDSupplies states, “We know the importance of
fast on-time shipping when it comes to medical supplies and we are in constant communications
with our vendors to ensure all products are in stock and ready to ship as soon as orders are
received. We offer amazing low prices to customers every-day and a selection of our vendors
offer free-shipping. Seeing customers save an average of 50% on medical supplies is rewarding,
but we also know shipping times and customer service are just as important.”

As an added benefit, when a shopper makes a purchase at a Google Trusted Store, they have the option to
select free purchase protection from Google. Then in the unlikely event of an issue with their purchase,
they can request Google’s help, and Google will work with MDSupplies and the customer to address the
issue. As part of this, Google offers up to $1,000 lifetime purchase protection for eligible purchases.

Google Trusted Stores is entirely free, both for shoppers and for online stores. The program helps online
stores like MDSupplies attract new customers, increase sales and differentiate themselves by showing off
their excellent service via the badge on their website.

About MDSupplies and Service
MDSupplies and Service is a multi-vendor medical supply store specializing in connecting customers
directly to major manufacturers and vendors for medical supplies and medical equipment. It is their goal
to offer the best industry prices possible by eliminating traditional dealer, distributor, and sales person’s
expenses. With a direct affiliation to industry-leading companies, MDSupplies brings you more than 30
years of combined medical industry experience.

For more information on MDSupplies and Service
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